EMAC® - Customers

FLOORING SEPARATIONS
Solutions to separate pavements of
diﬀerent materials or thicknesses or for
placement as a decorative border, ensuring

the protection of the ceramic edges
and acting as a joints embellisher.
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ANTI-SLIP PLATE
Aluminium anti-slip plate to be
installed on ramps, steps and
passage areas where reinforce
safety against falls is required and to
improve accessibility
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Where you can
ﬁnd EMAC®
ANTI-SLIP
PLATE
TECHNICAL ENTRANCE MATS
Novomat® entrance mats are an eﬀective barrier to avoid the entry of dust,
dampness and dirt.
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> Business Premises

STAIR
NOSING

STAIR NOSING
Solutions for the ﬁnishing of steps that protect the
ceramic edge and increase the safety against falls.

SKIRTINGS
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They are compatible with any tile collection, size,
width or colour and provide visual and tactile
contrast that improves accessibility.
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RAMP TO
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EXPANSION
JOINTS

CORNER AND EDGE PROTECTOR
Solutions for the corner ﬁnishing that guarantee the
protection of the ceramic edges against the mechanical
damages, contributing a high aesthetic value added.
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SKIRTINGS
Skirting solutions manufactured in diﬀerent materials that
provide a high degree of protection to the lower part of the walls,
prolonging the life of the installation
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RAMP TO SAVE SLOPES
Transition proﬁles solutions to save pavement
discontinuities, making transit easier and facilitating
accessibility
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EXPANSION JOINTS
Solutions for expansion joints whose function is to allow the
movement of contraction and expansion of the pavement, caused
by thermal variations, avoiding the appearance of pathologies and
prolonging the useful life of the installation
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